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Abstract: This technical paper describes the ancient social ritual: “visual storytelling” – exemplified
through telling stories with Statistics eXplorer and related to a domain within statistical data
visualization. Stories are made by the analyst that draws us into reflecting on important discoveries
and knowledge and is important to the education and dissemination of public statistics. Colleagues of
the analyst can also participate in this collaborative storytelling process reaching joined consensus
and trust. Our Statistics eXplorer applications and underlying toolkit GAV (Geoanalytics Visualization)
are introduced together with a Statistics Publishing tool that generates Vislets (small web-enabled
visualizations) developed for the programming environment Adobe’s ActionScript providing
innovative interactive means of making sense of spatio-temporal and multi-dimensional data. By
mapping data attributes to visual properties such as position, size, shape, and colour, users leverage
perceptual skills to help the public users distinguish and interpret patterns within large volume of
statistical data. This represents an important foundation for our geovisual analytics application
Statistics eXplorer together with multiple linked views allowing simultaneously analysis of data with
integrated storytelling. The story mechanism assists the analyst and author to improve the public’s
knowledge through important reflections on a variety of demographics, such as healthcare,
environment, and educational and economic indicators. Analysts can also develop interactive
educational material based on this storytelling mechanism. Integrated snapshots can be captured at
any time during an explorative data analysis process and they become an important component of
the analytical reasoning process. The public can access geovisual applications and explore statistical
relations on their own guided by the stories prepared by the authors. With the associated science of
perception and cognition in relation to the use of multivariate spatio-temporal statistical data, this
technical paper contributes to the growing interest and understanding in geovisual statistics
analytics.

1 Introduction
The Web is increasingly utilised by intelligent web services which empower developers to
customise web-enabled visualization applications that contribute to collaboration and communicate
visual content (Figure 1). In this context, we introduce the geovisual analytics (Figure 2) application
platform Statistics eXplorer based on our awarded GAV framework and tools (Figure 4) for interactive
visualization, collaboration and communication of statistics, scientific and business data.
International comparisons of economies, health and education indicators tend to be undertaken at
the national level (Figure 1), while economic performance and social indicators can vary within
countries as much as between countries. In recent years regional (sub-national) differences in
economic output, labour productivity, job creation, labour force participation and education within
countries have been more important compared to those among countries. Understanding the variety
in regional economic structures and performance is essential knowledge for initiating developments
which could improve regional competitiveness and in turn increase national growth. The growing

number of regions to be interactively analysed and animated over time has dramatically increased
the need for more efficient visualization tools and programming architecture. The Statistics eXplorer
products make regional variations more visible, providing region-by region indicators in the form of
motion graphs and maps that could lead to better identification of areas that are outperforming or
lagging behind. Patterns of growth and the persistence of inequalities are analyzed over time,
highlighting the factors responsible for them. How can such significant knowledge about these
statistical facts be brought together and published to analysts and citizens?

Figure 1: Our concept “Why-Where-What-When” is a central ingredient of our Storytelling (Why) framework
together with multiple linked and coordinated views (Where,What,When) – In this figure demonstrated by
World eXplorer communicating national animating statistical indicators from the World Databank
simultaneously in three linked views for 1960-2010.The choropleth map and time line graph display
population age group 65+; The scatter plot shows percentage of age group 65+ correlated with age group 014 and bubble size represents the total population. The choropleth map also demonstrates our map layer
technology (figure 5) with small “pie charts” showing the relation between age group 0-14 (green) and 65+
(blue). http://mitweb.itn.liu.se/GAV/world/

This technical paper introduces our powerful and innovative geovisual analytics tools (Figure 2) for
integrated statistics visual analysis and communications leveraging perceptual skills to help the users
distinguish and interpret patterns within large volume of statistical data. Mapping statistical
indicators to visual properties such as position, size, shape, and colour will progress an analyst to
discover trends and gain knowledge about data. The collaboration and publication process facilitates
storytelling aimed at producing statistical news content in support of a semi-automatic authoring
process that involves:
 Record analysis stories for sharing and review;
 Navigate with snapshots to examine important patterns and low-level details;
 Save and share views and attributes to enable collaboration;
Storytelling, in our context, is about telling a story on the statistics data and the related analytics
reasoning processes on how discovery and knowledge was obtained. Storytelling within an
interactive web context could more engagingly draw the user into reflections and sometimes change
a perspective altogether. The story is placed in the hands of those who need it, e.g. policy and
decision makers, teachers and also informed citizens. This dynamic visual storytelling is a way of

telling stories through interactive web-enabled visualization with integrated snapshots highlighting
important discoveries. Stories enable a leap in understanding by the user in order to grasp how
statistical indicators may influence society. The author simply presses a button to publish the
knowledge gained from a visual interactive discovery process.

Figure 2: Our conceptual geovisual analytics framework which is the foundation for our Statistics eXplorer
products involves the integration of many important taxonomy required to make sense of statistical data –
to pursue questions, uncover patterns of interests, gain insight, tell-the-story and finally communicate
knowledge to the public at rates resonant with the pace of the human thought.

The web-enabled applications Statistical eXplorer are utilised for exploring, presentation,
communicating and publishing national or regional statistics data. A novel storytelling mechanism is
introduced (Figure 3 and 8) for the analyst and author to:
1. Import statistical data through Excel, SDMX, PC-AXIS or World Databank;
2. Explore and make discoveries through trends and patterns and derive insight
3. Create a story
4. Share the story with colleagues and reach consensus and trust. Visual discoveries are captured
into snapshots together with descriptive metadata and hyperlinks in relation to the analytics
reasoning. The author gets feedback from colleagues and then adapts the story
5. Publish “tell-a-story” to the community using a “Vislet” that is embedded in blogs or Web pages.
The conceptual approach and framework of the geovisual analytics storytelling implementation is
based around three complementary characteristics: eXplorer, tell-a-story and Publisher (Vislet):
 Authoring (eXplorer): data provider and manager, motion visual representations including
choropleth map, scatter plot, table lens, parallel axes, time graph, data grid, coordinated views,

map layers, analytic tools (dynamic query, filter, regional categorization, profiles, highlight), and
dynamic colour scale.
 Tell-a-story: snapshot mechanism that captures an interactive scenario (active views and
indicators, attributes, time step, regions), metadata with hyperlinks, story and chapters, edit,
capture, save, and export story.
 Publisher (Vislet): import stories and create HTML code for embeddable interactive motion visual
representations for publishing on a web site or blog.

Figure 3.The eXplorer analytical storytelling loop – A Story with snapshots and metadata is created in the
eXplorer Story Editor – Story is saved and can be shared with colleagues to reach consensus – The Story can
be integrated into eXplorer (se right panel) and accessed by the public. The Story with embedded data,
snapshots and metadata can also be imported by the Publisher as the foundation for Vislet creation.

Statisticians with diverse backgrounds and expertise participate in creative discovery processes
(Figure 3) that transform statistical data into knowledge. Storytelling tools integrate this geovisual
analytics process using collaboration. This knowledge exchange process develops a shared
understanding with other statisticians and, after consensus has been reached, it can be placed in the
public domain. The snapshot mechanism helps the author of a story to highlight data views of
particular interest, and subsequently guide others to important visual discoveries.

2 GAV Framework
Our development of integrated exploratory, analytical reasoning, communicative and publishing
tools were based on a recommendation from the academic visual analytics research program to
“support seamless integration of tools so that data requests, visual analysis, note-taking,
presentation composition and dissemination all take place within a cohesive environment”. Common
geovisualization and information visualization components are included that support interactive
features such as tooltips, brushing, highlight, visual inquiry, conditioned filter mechanisms that can
discover outliers, and methods supporting time-linked multiple views. Tools also support data
analysis algorithms, connect the components to each other, and support data providers that can load
data from various sources (Figure 4).
The GAV framework was originally developed for .NET and DirectX and then converted into
Adobe’s object-oriented language ActionScript when our collaboration with OECD started. Means
are also provided for a developer to extend and further customize our object-oriented visualization
methods using the lower-level “atomic” components that are the foundation for the “functional”
high level components (Figure 4), with integrated user interactions and controls.
The core philosophy of GAV is modularity, in order to allow application developers to select from a
wide range of visualizations, data providers and data transforms, and combine them in various ways.
This puts a high priority for each component of the framework to be generalized so it can receive and

communicate data with other components, but also be self-contained so that the advanced
functionality is always present, irrespective of which components are combined. This generalization
is achieved through the definition of interfaces, which detail only the required functions and
properties in assets shared by components. An example of this is the data set, whose interface is
limited to functions that supply data and metadata; all other functionality is encapsulated in the
implementation. As the components are only aware of the interfaces, the data set can easily be
replaced with some other structure, for example a direct database connection, without reimplementing any visualizations or data processors. Apart from the data sets, GAV applications are
built using a combination of visualization components and linked modules that control selection,
filtering, colour and animation. Other components handle application level events such as menus,
and a module for the snapshot mechanism. The abstraction into interfaces also allows other users to
extend the framework with new functionality, such as new visualizations or data providers. The
framework definitions can then be followed with regard to accessing data and shared assets in order
to produce new implementations.

Figure 4: The GAV Flash Framework – Composite visualizations e.g. are customized from our functional and
atomic components

The generalization of components coupled with advanced features can make it difficult to
encompass all data scenarios in a component. Data could be a large multivariate dataset or a highly
dense temporal set. These two types of datasets often require different solutions in terms of the
data processing, the element drawing, and also the end user experience of the visualization. To
facilitate the need for interactive composite visualization components - we break them down into
small blocks called atomic components (Figure 4). These can be combined to form a fully functional
component but they are not dependent on each other. This concept can take many forms depending
on the parent component, the simplest example being how the map uses different layers to display
different levels of data presented below (Figure 5). The same concept is used in other components.

The combination of a component base with one or more atomic parts that forms a functional
component could result in a Vislet or application using composite components.
A functional component is generally encapsulated together with the required GUI elements
needed to control the visualization so that only the combined properties of all atomic parts are
visible to the surrounding application. The atomic parts allow the creation of customised functional
components that can differ significantly depending on the end users' needs. A number of atomic
parts can be reused in several components. For example, a range filter can be used in both the
parallel coordinates and the colour legend.
The functional components can in turn be used by application developers and linked to each other
through the use of linking components such as a selection manager, a visibility manager, and an
animation controller to create quick prototypes of Vislets or linked views applications (dashboard).
The first prototype can then determine the direction the visualization needs to go, and whether
some kind of special atomic and/or functional component is required.
Interactive controls in the functional components enable the user to enter a visual dialog with the
data using a well-known information visualization seeking rule: “analyze first, show the important,
zoom, filter and analyze further, details-on-demand”. A functional component also provide the
foundation for using multiple linked and coordinated views and in our framework applied together
with combinations of brushes and also realizes the overall concept of our GAV framework. Figures 1
demonstrates this concept to simultaneously present, explore, and analyze different aspects of
multivariate data. The views are used adjacent to each other and include map, scatter plot, bar chart
with fish eye view, time graph, parallel coordinates, distribution plot, data table etc. Interesting
subsets of the data are interactively selected and brushed, and the relations are investigated in all
the linked views. A data-of-interest method
is used in all linked views to visually
separate interesting data features from the
rest of the data. To accomplish this the
framework uses focus&context defined
within information visualization such as the
fish eye technique in bar graphs (Figure 6)
and dynamic queries in parallel coordinates
(Figure 3), table lens and an attached color
legend extending the analysis capabilities to
scenarios with larger data sets.
Figure 5: Map layers

Figure 6: “Fish eye” or
“Focus&Context” technique
applied in the bar chart to
interactively view larger
volume of data with the F&C
slider. Here related to World
Databank statistical data.

3 Storytelling
An ancient social ritual: “visual storytelling” is exemplified through telling stories in our eXplorer
applications (World, Europe, Sverige, MDim) and related to a domain within statistical, scientific and
business data visualization. Stories are made by the analyst that draws us into reflecting on
important discoveries and knowledge and is important to the education and dissemination of, for
example, public statistics. Colleagues of the analyst can also participate in this collaborative
storytelling process reaching joined consensus and trust. Our Statistics eXplorer applications and
underlying toolkit GAV (Geoanalytics Visualization) are used together with a Statistics Publishing tool
that generates Vislets (small web-enabled visualizations) developed for the programming
environments Adobe’s ActionScript providing innovative interactive means of making sense of spatiotemporal and multi-dimensional data.
3.1 Snapshot technology
GAV is not only an exploration and discovery tool, but also a means of collecting snapshots and
writing associated stories to support a social style in the use of visual analytics. Storytelling is
achieved through a mechanism in GAV that supports the storage of interactive events in an analytical
reasoning process through “memorized interactive visualization views” or “snapshots” that can be
captured at any time during an explorative data analysis process. This is an important part of our
analytical reasoning process.

Figure 7: The snapshot system scans through all active views to gather and apply states.

When exploring and making sense of comprehensive statistical data, we apply a coherent
cognitive workspace to hold discoveries for organizational and navigational purposes. In GAV,
capturing, saving and packaging the results of an eXplorer “gain insight” process in a series of
“snapshots” helps the analyst highlight views of particular interest, and subsequently guide other
analysts to identify important discoveries (Figure 7). The snapshot tool creates a single, or a
continuous series (story) of, visualization captures during the exploration process. In a typical
scenario the analyst has selected relevant indicators, time series, colour class values, range filter
conditions for selected indicators and highlights the discoveries in simultaneously linked views
(Figure 9).

Figure 8: The Story Editor is an important module in all Statistics eXplorer applications for creating, editing
and saving stories with embedded snapshots and metadata.

The analyst requests a snapshot with the “New Snapshot” function that results in a snapshot class
operation scanning through all the connected GAV components for the properties that are to be
captured (Figure 7). Each of these properties will then be parsed into XML and stored. The final XML
story file normally includes the selected indicator data and the references to the geographical
regions that were applied. When a snapshot is activated, the saved state of the snapshot class will be
read from the XML file and parse its nodes back into the component properties again. The previously
marked properties will then be applied and set the state of the application. Each component
maintains its status. An advantage with XML is that a user can direct edit the text without using the
authoring tool.
3.2 Storytelling
Traditional storytelling tools provide the capability to create order in the user experiences,
combining and reading data through its basic elements (words and text for the natural language,
images and graphs for the visual aspects). However, it prevents the users from considering other
specific issues. For example, it is impossible to extract a synthetic snapshot from texts in natural
languages, or to highlight single events in a choropleth map linked to a time graph at a glance.
A method is needed for the visualization of spatio-temporal data and the ability to link free texts
to such models, which are also shareable with other users. This represents a meaningful step in
turning data into knowledge. Our implementation of visual storytelling is a way of telling stories
through interactive web-enabled visualization, and facilitates a leap in understanding by the public
enabling them to appreciate how statistical indicators may influence our society.
Statisticians with diverse background and expertise participate in creative discovery processes
(Figures 7-10) that transform large and complex data into knowledge. Our storytelling tools integrate
this geovisual analytics process using a Story Editor (Figure 8), and through collaborating created
stories, a shared understanding is developed with other users. After a consensus has been reached,
the results can then be published. The snapshot mechanism (Figure 9) helps the author of a story to
highlight data views of particular interest and subsequently guide others to significant visual
discoveries.

Figure 9: Example of a use of the Snapshot mechanism in Europe eXplorer with London Snapshot

The author creates a single or discrete series of captures during the explorative process by
selecting relevant indicators, regions-of-interest, colour schema, filter conditions focusing on the
data-of-interest, or a time step for temporal statistics (Figure 9). Associated explanatory text
provides a richer functionality than simple metatext by allowing the reader to click on key words and
learn about topics in the story. A story hyperlink is a reference in the story metatext that links to an
external URL web site or a captured snapshot. To insert a hyperlink in the metatext the text is
selected and a button “Link” is made visible and two options appear: a) new capture (snapshot) or b)
link to an external URL (Figure 8).
Before the actual capture is done, the user navigates the map view to a particular region, select
indicator, select indicators for the scatter plot, and select time step. A “Capture” is made and all
preferred states are saved. When the story is read subsequently, hyperlinks can be initiated and
Statistics eXplorer will display the state-of-the-snapshots. Hyperlinks that instantiate a state in the
eXplorer application are a central feature of the storytelling mechanism, with associated descriptive
metatext that can guide the reader. A few words and a snapshot can provide the difference between
a pretty picture and understanding.
3.3 Publisher and Vislets
A Vislet is a standalone Flash assembled from low-level GAV functional components in the GAV class
library. A Vislet may be represented by a single or composite time-linked scatter plot and time graph
view (Figure 11 and 12). A Vislet facilitates the translation of selected detailed statistics data into
heterogeneous and communicative sense-making news. It also integrates metadata and dynamic
embedded animated visualizations that can engage the user.

Figure 10: From importing data, exploring and creating a story, to publishing and finally embedding the
HTML code based on Flash into a web page or blog.

Statistics Publisher is the server tool that imports a story and generates the HTML code that
represents the Vislet and metadata (Figure 10). First, the user selects an appropriate visual
representation for the Vislet e.g. map, scatter plot, parallel axes, table lens or time graph. Then the
size of the Vislet window with metadata is set and Publisher generates the HTML code. This code is
manually copied and embedded into a web page. The Vislet can then be opened in the user’s Web
browser and dynamically communicate the story. A Publisher server maintains the Vislet flash (swf)
file with a story repository, statistical data and, if required, regional shape maps. The Vislets run
locally in the client’s Web Browser and can therefore achieve interactive performance.

Figure 11: Example of composite or single view Vislets

http://visletblog.blogspot.se/2011/02/distribution-plot-sverige-kommuner.html
http://visletblog.blogspot.se/2011/02/ageing-population-in-europe-1990-2009.html
Interactive features in a Vislet are available to all visualizations including tooltips, brushing,
highlight, and filters that can discover outliers and dynamic multiple-linked views. The dynamic
colour legend can show outliers based on, for example, 5th and 95th percentiles in certain colours, or
dynamic query sliders that control class values.

Figure 12: Examples of two Vislets with linked and coordinated views that simultaneously visualize
multivariate time series data.

Figure 13: Example of a Vislet implementation by Italian national statistics ISTAT http://noi-italia.istat.it/

4 Interactive Documents
The code of practice for European statistics with regard to dissemination, states that “European
Statistics should be presented in a clear and understandable form, disseminated in a suitable and
convenient manner, available and accessible on an impartial basis with supporting metadata and
guidance”. This is a principle of accessibility and clarity. To comply with this, OECD in collaboration
with the authors have developed the interactive Web document “Regions-at-a-Glance” presenting
statistical indicators ranging from economic, social, demographic and environmental fields for more
than 2000 local OECD regions from all over the world (http://www.oecd.org/regional/regionsataglance ).
The result represents an innovative solution from the statistical point of view, and offers a dynamic
and interactive method for the visualization of spatio-temporal regional data, and the ability to link
metatext to such a model.
An interactive document is based on interactive “vislets” embedded into the document instead of
static images. This makes the diagrams interactive so that the user can change the indicators, and
also view how the data changes over time using the animation facilities available.
One of the interactive documents created is the Regions-at-a-Glance document published by OECD
(Figures 14-16). For the interactive documents, the analysts at OECD created snapshots for the
regions at a glance data dividing them into different chapters and sections within the chapters. From
these snapshots the visualizations were chosen and vislets were created. Some of the vislets only
have one visualization component per chapter while others have multiple components and chapters
with links embedded into the hypertext. These vislets are then stored with the text for the chapter in
an XML file that has been divided into sections.

Figure 14: Dynamic document OECD Region-at-a-Glance http://www.oecd.org/regional/regionsataglance

The interactive document platform is based on php and xsl transformations. When the webpage is
accessed the platform loads all the XML files available and creates the interactive document with an
index page as the start page. For each chapter the user visits they see the text regarding that
chapter, the vislet connected to the text, and also the hyperlinks in the text linking to other
snapshots. JavaScript is also used to link to the previous and next chapter/section so that the user
can navigate through the interactive document in the same way as a person turns the pages of a
book.
For the interactive documents, some extra features have been added for each chapter. The user
can download the data that is used in the visualization by clicking on the download data button and
accessing the data in Excel format. The text from the printed document is also available for each
chapter so that the user can download and read the chapter as a pdf. To make it easier to share the
vislet a button has been added that displays the code for the vislet. The user may select a vislet that
is interesting and copy it to a webpage or blog and share it (Figure 11 and 12).
The main benefit of making the document interactive is that it enables the user to visualize the
data that is of interest to them, and also to show the variation over time using animation (Figure 13).
The analysts at OECD have chosen snapshots that are of interest, but the user can interact with the
visualization and change the indicators and select what they find interesting, and thus enhance the
user experience.

Figure 15: The OECD Regions at a Glance interactive edition chapter about world regional air pollution.

Figure 16: Example of interesting changes over time in the distribution chart visualization for regional
OECD countries development.

5 Conclusions
Traditional practices for geovisual analytics methods applied to official statistics have required
tools for greater user participation and an improved user experience. The approach set out in this
paper allows the analyst (author) to communicate with interested readers through visual discoveries
captured in snapshots with descriptive text. Selected indicators and visual representations can be
published with their metadata, thus facilitating the comprehension of statistical information by non
expert readers. This advanced storytelling technology can also be very useful for educational
purposes. At the same time, the Vislet technique applied to Statistics eXplorer can help in developing
immediate on-line publications, which draw attention to recent trends in data.
The integrated statistics exploration, collaboration and publication process addresses editorial
storytelling aimed at producing statistical news content supported by an automatic authoring
process. HTML code representing insight and knowledge is embedded into a web page or blog and
communicates statistical data using dynamic visualization. Storytelling technology is introduced with
the goal of advancing research on statistical collaboration. It also delivers these facilities in a webenabled toolkit. At the same time, it encourages the use of more advanced, collaborative geovisual
analytics technologies because of its accessibility. It can import any regional statistical data from
national statistics to statistics from a neighbourhood. It can also enable the users to take a more
active role in the discovery process. For example, users can identify those areas that outperform
other regions of their country. The tool increases the interest in, and knowledge of, regional
structures and development patterns among specialist as well as non-specialist users.
Reviews from the partners OECD, Sweden and Denmark Statistics, European Commission, Italy
Statistics, Goteborg City and many others who have evaluated the platform and toolkit highlight the
following features:
• Customizable Statistics eXplorer can easily be customized by statistics or business organisations –
it requires only regional boundaries (shape file) and associate indicator data;
• Statistical or business data
• eXplorer is a comprehensive visual analytics tool that can support also professional users – the
Vislet approach is also regarded as an easy to use and attractive approach for publishing;
• Encourages collaboration between statistics analysts and users of statistics or marketing and
management business users;
• Capturing, saving and opening discoveries (snapshots) with associated analytics reasoning
metadata e.g. true Storytelling for professional use;
• IT expertise is not required to publish interactive visualization embedded in blogs or web pages;
• Strategic tool for news media to publish statistics news on the web;
• Easy to import external statistical data into eXplorer;
• Ability to have dynamic time-link views and see the multi-dimensionality of regional development;
• Increased expectations in terms of user experience;
• Will encourage greater educational use of open public statistics;
• Efficiency of the visualisation techniques to enable interactive exploration interaction techniques
such as focus&context;
• Intuitive affordable visual analytics interface for citizens;
• Perceptual, cognitive and graphical principles;
• Innovative information visualization requirements that support business analytics and situational
awareness capability, data mining and reporting requirements;

Figure 17: Example of a Vislet produced for the Finish presidential election 2012 by Statistics Finland

